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1. introduction

2. LBP treatment approaches

Low back pain (LBP) affects nearly half of the adult popu-

The costs of back and neck trouble are enormous.

chronic phase of back pain, i.e. from four weeks and onwards

especially if the patient remains active after the treatment

lation in one given year and up to 80% of all adults will

For example, the estimate of total costs for back and neck-

25, 56, 91, 97, 98, 106-108, 114, 122, 134. Recent government-based

152. At least short-term changes in psychological well being

have at least one episode of back pain in their lifetime 11,

shoulder pain in Sweden (population some 8 million people)

consensus statements in e.g. United States, Great Britain,

have also been documented in these patients 69. After DBC

21, 36, 95, 117, 151.

is 22 billion SEK ($2.8 billion) per year, the main part

the Netherlands, Norway and Finland, and systematic liter-

active rehabilitation program as much as 80 percent of

their character and will not cause the patients to see a

(>90%) being costs for work absenteeism and early retire-

ature reviews 165 have subsequently acknowledged the role

chronic low back pain patients are shown to remain working

doctor. About 70% of all patients claim to be well and back

ment. Despite the fact that there has been no increase in

of exercises in the treatment of subchronic and chronic back

without absenteeism in a two-year follow-up, if they stay

at work within 14 days and about 90% within two months.

the incidence of back pain over the years, there has been a

pain. No clear evidence for training in the acute phase of

active after the treatment 152. For each patient, a standardized

The remaining 10% will tend to become chronic and have

steady increase in disability and costs because of back pain

back pain exists 44, 45, 105. The U.S. Agency for Health Policy

set of evaluations and an individual active rehabilitation

Most of these episodes are transient in

Research 2

pain and disability beyond three months. However, many

during the last decades. In the USA, for example, the rate

and

stated in their Management Guidelines for

program based on them are performed; specially designed

studies indicate that the natural course of low back trouble

of disability claims has increased 14 times faster than the

Acute Low-Back Pain that bedrest for acute LBP should be

training equipment for extension, flexion, rotation and

in reality is fluctuating, i.e. varies over time 37, 48. Each

population growth. Despite the magnitude of the problem

as short as possible, low-stress aerobic exercise can prevent

lateral flexion of the lumbar spine are used under the strict

recurrence increases the likelihood of a new one, previous

the cause of back pain is still not known in up to 85% of

debilitation due to inactivity, and endurance exercise pro-

supervision of a specially trained therapist. During the

37.

grams can be started during the first two weeks. Gradually

treatment, the therapists encourage positive attitudes and

Recent studies indicate that the first acute pain episode may

A wide range of different treatment modalities has

increased conditioning exercises for trunk muscles are

beliefs to alter avoidance behaviors by encouraging an active

cause recurrent symptoms longer than previously believed.

been introduced over the years with a large variation in

helpful according to the statement also in the treatment

approach. The treatment program will later be described

LBP being a strong predictor of the next LBP

18, 58, 170.

the cases

21, 95,

their use in different countries and within different specialties.

high prevalence of low back trouble (LBT) and its

For example, there is a five-fold difference in the rates of

recurrence is mirrored in the number of lost working days

back surgery in the developed countries 27.The introduction

resulting from LBT and the number of individuals seeking

of modern diagnostic tools such as computerized tomography

medical care. Many cases of backache are never reported

(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has not only

Half of the adult population suffers from LBP yearly
117. The

117.

There are, however,

refined the possibility of obtaining a specific diagnosis, but

other cases where the individual will, for various reasons,

has also lead to an increase in the number of evaluations

take prolonged duration of absence from work. Eventually

done and to an unacceptable rate of false positive pathologic

some will progress to a chronic state, representing a major

findings. This has lead to an increase in back surgery and

socio-economic problem. Effective management of the

other invasive procedures based on imaging modalities. In

disabling consequences of LBT is a major challenge for

recent studies from 26 % up to 67% of pathologic spinal

industrialized society 123, 125.

findings have been diagnosed in MRI-examinations of healthy

%

subjects in lumbar 15, 19, 72, 171, thoracic and cervical spine

and may not cause much worry

16. All

this has lead to an increase in the costs for treating

back and neck patients with improved imaging methods,
although there has been no evidence of a significant decrease

of acute back pain, especially if symptoms persist

2.

in detail. Also, the concept includes formal education and
quality assurance of the involved clinics, and a central data

Million days p.a.

collection of results, which are reported by the clinics into
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special computer software. The software contains questionnaires with pertinent questions regarding different aspects
of the medical history and status of the patients in a structured
manner. The database information is continuously updated
and available for statistical analyses. Ongoing research and
development is done for the improvement of the method.
In the following chapters the DBC-concept will
be described in more detail.
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The number of days lost due to low back trouble during the
last few decades: note the changes at the time of the introduction
of CT (~75) and MRI (~85).

in the long-term disability of patients with the disorders.

Acute / mild

Subacute / moderate

Chronic / severe

Duration / Severity

The relative proportion of population by duration/severity
of low back trouble.
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2. LBP Treatment Approaches
Back pain has a high recurrence rate and one of the best
predictors for future back pain is a previous experience of
the disorder. With highly prevalent disorders it is difficult

As there are only certain specific back and neck

The DBC Active Spine Care method was introduced as a

to identify risk factors and determinants. Very few risk

problems such as disc herniations, spinal stenosis and spond-

structured evaluation and treatment concept for patients

factors for low back pain are known and they predict only

ylolisthesis that may benefit from surgery, other treatmen

with low back and neck trouble in 1992.

a minor part of the disorders. Furthermore, most of the

tmodalities for non-specific mechanical back and neck pain

The active rehabilitation program has been shown

risk factors identified to date such as age, sex, previous back

such as pain relief, training programs and manipulative

to increase strength, mobility and endurance and to decrease

pain history, initial pain severity or the presence of sciatica

therapy need to be used. In recent years, several studies

pain in lumbar spine 69, 82, 153. Decrease of pain and improved

appear to be either by definition invariable or, at least, very

have shown the efficacy of exercises in the subacute and

function after active rehabilitation are long–term 83, 111,

difficult to change with current treatments. It may be that
5

back pain itself is so common that we should not expect to

regardless of treatment. Moreover, the majority of chronic

Treatment efficacy

evidence from systematic research. Individual clinical ex-

prevent a large proportion of it. Instead, several experts

back sufferers have not (yet) been out of work, but are

Three major categories can be defined in the approaches

pertise means the talent and judgment that an individual

recommend that the focus should be on reducing the socially

facing a situation where each relapse increases the probability

for rehabilitation of chronic back and neck trouble. In pain

clinician acquires through clinical experience and clinical

and economically important consequences of impairment

to drop out of work. These facts emphasize the importance

management, the main emphasis is on pain eradication. This

practice. Best available external clinical evidence means

and disability of back pain, and especially on preventing

of early rehabilitation to maintain normal function and

can be achieved by various techniques such as medication,

clinically relevant research, which sometimes includes basic

chronic low back trouble. It has been widely recognized

ability to work.

manipulation, physical modalities, acupuncture etc. In work

sciences, but especially patient-centered clinical research

hardening, the critical physical demands of the previous job

into the accuracy and precision of diagnostic tests, the power

that a small percentage of LBP patients (some 10%) produce
Outcome criteria

are simulated in a clinical setting. This approach has gained

of prognostic factors, and the efficacy and safety of therapeutic

5.

It is important to distinguish between the different types of

popularity in the United States being less frequently practiced

procedures. External clinical evidence both invalidates

The probability to return-to-work reduces drasti-

outcome that follow prolonged LBP. One way to present

in European countries. An active rehabilitation program

previously accepted diagnostic tests and treatments and

cally after a person has been out of work for a few weeks.

the outcome criteria is division into pain, function, degen-

uses exercises in the treatment, and its main emphasis is on

replaces them with new ones that are more accurate, more

After six months of absenteeism, the probability to return

eration and costs. Pain by definition (by the International

restoring full physical function. This approach has gained

efficacious and safer. Good doctors use both individual

to work is only some 50% and after one year some 15%,

Association for the Study of Pain) is “a subjective emotional

popularity especially in the treatment of LBT since very

clinical expertise and the best available external evidence.

experience that is described as a tissue injury, or as the

good results were presented in the mid 80’s

107, 113, 114.

Neither one alone is enough. Without clinical expertise,

threat of tissue injury”. Being entirely subjective and next

Different modes of exercises have had their role in treatments

practice becomes dominated by evidence, which may be

80

to impossible to measure in an objective way, it has to be

following the active rehabilitation approach 57, 115. Functional

inapplicable for an individual patient. Without the current

70

regarded separately from the level of physical function that

restoration programs are a specific form of active rehabili-

best evidence, practice becomes outdated, to the disadvantage

50

can also be measured objectively for example strength,

tation. They generally use an aggressive program of physical

of patients 141.

40

mobility, endurance and co-ordination, or assessed as expe-

exercises and psychosocial support with the focus on im-

30

rienced impairment of daily functioning with questionnaires.

proving function despite the pain.

the majority (over 75%) of LBT-related costs mainly due to
prolonged absenteeism and early retirement from work

Probability to return to work
100
90

%

60

20

Pain and pain behavior may limit physical function per se,

10
0
0

1

2

Time off work (years)

The probability to return to work diminishes by the time out
of work. Therefore, early active rehabilitation is preferred to
waiting for pain chronicity.
% off work

The evidence

scientific proof of the efficacy of an intervention. However,

be physical deconditioning due to disuse even without pain.

Evidence-based medicine is the devoted and judicious use

not only the type of the study but also the methodological

Tissue degeneration is another feature associated with LBT.

of the best current evidence in making decisions about the

quality of the study is important when valuing the level of

However, although previously considered as an important

care of individual patients. It means integrating individual

scientific evidence. An increasingly popular way to tackle

factor in low back pain, disc pathology and degeneration is

clinical expertise with the best available external clinical

the question of scientific evidence is the publication of

back pain 42, 72, 127, 132, 133. Moreover, disc degeneration is

80

strongly determined by genetic factors and only with a

70

relatively small proportion by physical loading or other

60

external factors 9, 166. However, one feature in the degener-

50
40

ative process, paraspinal muscle atrophy, has been well

30
20

documented with prolonged LBT 30, 47, 55, 94, 142. Still direct

10

and indirect costs are the key factors that make LBT such
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A small proportion of LBP patients are responsible for the
majority of costs due to prolonged absenteeism; the majority
of chronic LBP patients have not been out of work or have
been out of work just a few occasional days.
6

controlled trial (RCT) is largely regarded to be the strongest

but another possible reason for physical impairment may

90

40

based on the strength of the scientific evidence. Randomized

now considered to be only moderately associated with low

100

0

The selection of the treatment modality should be

an important issue from the society’s and insurance industry’s
point of view. LBT-related costs are enormous, the disorder
being one of the most expensive health problems in western
societies 5, 36, 123, 125.

Strong Evidence Multiple relevant, high quality RCTs
•

NSAIDs are more effective than placebo in the treatment of uncomplicated LBP, but not in acute sciatica. Various types of NSAIDs
are equally effective.
Muscle relaxants are more effective than placebo for acute LBP. Different types of muscle relaxants are equally effective.
Bed rest is not effective.
Exercise therapy is not more effective than other conservative treatments, including no intervention.

•
•
•
Moderate evidence One relevant, high quality RCT and ≥1 relevant, low quality RCT
• Analgesics are not more effective than NSAIDs

Limited evidence One relevant, high quality RCT or multiple relevant, low quality RCTs
• Manipulation is better than placebo
• Traction
• Epidural steroid injections for acute LBP with nerve root pain and radicular neurologic deficit
No evidence ≤1 relevant, low quality RCT or multiple relevant, low quality RCTs
•
•
•
•

Manipulation versus other physiotherapeutic applications or drug therapy
TENS
Back schools
Behaviour therapy

The level of scientific evidence of therapeutic interventions for acute LBP 165 based on systematic review of randomized
controlled studies (RCTs).
7

3. the background of back problems
Strong Evidence Multiple relevant, high quality RCTs
• Exercise therapy is effective.
• Manipulation is more effective than placebo.
• Intensive back school in occupational setting is more effective than no actual treatment.
Moderate evidence One relevant, high quality RCT and ≥1 relevant, low quality RCT
• Manipulation is more effective than usual care by general practitioner, bed rest, analgesics and massage.
• Epidural steroid injections are more effective than placebo.
• NSAIDs
• Antidepressants are not effective.
Limited evidence One relevant, high quality RCT or multiple relevant, low quality RCTs
•
•
•
•

Behavioural therapy is effective
Muscle relaxants are effective
Traction is not effective
Biofeed is not effective

No evidence ≤1 relevant, low quality RCT or multiple relevant, low quality RCTs
•
•
•

Orthoses
TENS
Acupuncture

The level of scientific evidence of therapeutic interventions for chronic LBP
controlled studies (RCTs).

based on systematic review of randomized

unmyelinated C fibres to the dorsal root ganglion. Nocice-

acute backache in some individuals turn into recur-

ptors are found in e.g. facets, annulus fibrosus, ligamentum

rent/chronic disabling pain. Traditionally, doctors and

longitudinale anterior, interspinal ligaments, and ligamentum

scientists have focused on causes of pain, assuming a physical

supraspinale 41, 73-75, 118, 136, 172. From here, signals travel

basis for pain that, once identified, could be eliminated or

via the spinothalamic tract to the thalamus and the somato-

blocked. Assessments are often focused on identifying the

sensory cortex. Modulation of sensory input (i.e. pain)

physical basis. When no clear physical basis is found, a

occurs at many levels. Nociceptors are also neuroeffectors,

psychological cause is assumed, hence the term "psychogenic

and transmission can be modulated by their cell bodies,

pain." The traditional view of persistent pain includes a

which secrete inflammatory mediators, neuropeptides, or

simple dichotomy - the pain is physical or psychological.

other pain-producing substances. Descending pathways from

However, this concept of a simple dichotomy has proven to

the hypothalamus, which has opioid-sensitive receptors and

be inadequate. How do the sensory apparatus of the body

is stimulated by arousal and emotional stress, can transmit

and system of signal transmission and modulation relate to

signals to the dorsal horn that modulate ascending nociceptive

systematic literature reviews. In this approach, outcomes

mended only if essential and then as short as possible;

the experience of pain of peripheral origin? What kind of

transmissions. Modulation to alter the perception of pain

of RCTs and their methodological quality are assessed in a

instead, early activity is recommended. Psychosocial man-

(reflex) motor responses and physical consequences does

can also occur at higher centres (e.g. frontal cortex, midbrain,

systematic way. The evidence is typically rated as 1) strong

agement includes enhancement of positive attitudes towards

a painful peripheral stimulus initiate? Are these mechanisms

and medulla) by opioids, anti-inflammatory agents, as well

evidence 2) moderate evidence 3) limited evidence 4) no

activity and return to work, and absence from work is

different in acute and chronic pain? These are the topics that

as antagonists and agonists of neurotransmitters 39, 112.

evidence 2, 88, 164, 165. Several systematic reviews have been

applicable only if unavoidable 2, 29, 165.

need to be covered to understand the mechanisms of pain

published of RCTs on the efficacy of various therapeutic

For chronic LBP, there is strong evidence for

interventions available for the treatment of LBP 8, 87, 89, 90,

efficacy regarding exercise therapy, intensive back school

Regardless of the type of injury, the injured tissue

162, 163.

(including exercises) in an occupational setting, and manip-

should heal within some six weeks. Thus, pain reaching

Moreover, a recent publication

165

evaluated the

2, 29, 165. Thus,

control and consequences of pain.

scientific evidence for acute and chronic LBP separately.

ulation

the treatment options in the acute

beyond this time limit can be considered to have other

The tables regarding the level of scientific evidence on

stage target on pain control, and in the chronic phase aim

components involved than activation of nerve endings

various treatment modalities have been adopted from van

at restoring function.

sensitive for pain in the peripheral tissue. In this model,

Tulder et al

165.

acute LBP should include the following: first there should

3. The Background of Back Problems

pain can be considered as an useful warning signal to avoid
The total pain experience
Pain perceptions & associated sensations
(Cortex)
“Suffering”
“Localization”
(frontal lobe)
(lateral lobe)

of the original problem.
Back pain by definition is a symptom, not a diagnosis, and

spinal pathology requiring orthopedic or other specific

a precise diagnosis usually is missing. Specific causes of back

Pain control and its changes with chronic pain

interventions. For a non-specific backache, simple analgesia

pain are rare. Thus, perhaps 95% of patients have what is

The total pain experience consists of:

is recommended and physical therapy may be applied if

sometimes called "mechanical" low back pain, although

1. signal transduction at the peripheral receptor site such

symptoms persist longer than a few days. Bed rest is recom-

local inflammation and muscle tension may have important

Means

serves no useful function and causes suffering, while acute

psychological and social consequences due to prolongation

be a triage to exclude simple backache from sciatica and

Primary
aims

Chronic pain differs from acute pain in that it

chronic back trouble is considered as a series of physical,

Based on the evidence so far, the management of

as spinal structures

Acute

Subacute

Recurrent

Chronic

2. signal conduction along the peripheral nerve

1)

1) Pain relief
2) Prevention of
chronicity

1) Pain relief
2) Prevention of
chronicity

1)

3. pain modulation at the level of the spinal cord

Pain relief

Medication;
Physical therapy

Medication; Active
rehabilitation

The primary aims of the treatment of back disorders.
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165

etiologic roles. A relevant question is why does a simple,

Medication; Active
rehabilitation

Minimizing
disability
2) Treatment of physical, psychological
and social consequences of LBT
Multidisciplinary
rehabilitation

4. pain perception at the supraspinal sites
5. associated sensations, emotional reactions, and affective

Pain modulation
(thalamus)

Signal conduction
& modulation
(spinal cord)

Signal transduction
& conduction
(perpipheral nerve
endings & nerves)

state
Pain perception begins with activation of peripheral nociceptors and conduction through myelinated A delta and

The total pain experience changes with pain chronicity at all
levels.
9

harmful situations. The transmission and control of acute

Associations between psychometric scores and

pain is not steady, but subject to plasticity so that the

ACC seems to be involved in chronic pain syn-

Several researchers have assumed that strong back

various aspects of behavior related to chronic back pain do

differentiation between acute and chronic pain is difficult

dromes. It has been recently shown that patients with chronic

is a synonym for healthy back. This is partly based on the

not prove, however, that "abnormal" psychosocial charac-

to make. Very brief acute pain is transmitted in a simple way

inflammatory pain develop adaptive cortical responses to

finding that, on the average, back pain patients are weaker

teristics precede or cause back problems 59. On the contrary,

and rarely produces difficulties in pharmacological treatment,

noxious stimulation characterized by reduced anterior

than healthy controls. However, a few prospective studies

it could be argued that depression, antisocial attitudes and

for example, with paracetamol or NSAIDs. The situation

cingulate response 76. Even an illusion of pain may produce

have tackled the question whether back strength does

litigation merely reflect normal human reactions to vague

changes if the stimulus continues. Modulation of prolonged

activation in the anterior cingulate cortex, without noxious

protect from injury and pain, or whether the lack of strength

diagnosis, ineffective treatment, and inconsiderate employ-

pain occurs in different levels. Soon after, genes are induced

stimulus 31. Thus, chronic pain patients may experience pain

is just one consequence in deconditioning. Based on the

ers. Those questions in the widely used depression ques-

in central neurons and increases and decreases in diverse

without peripheral noxious stimulation. This mechanism

existing evidence, trunk or spinal strength is not a protection

tionnaires, for example, that are most closely associated

pharmacological systems involved in pain transmission and

may partly explain chronic pain without tissue origin. On

from back injury or pain 93, 121, 131. Thus, the strengthening

with severe back pain refer to symptoms such as sleep

modulation occur over periods of only a few hours. Also,

the other hand, both the attention-demanding premotor

approach in rehabilitation may be questioned. Moreover,

disturbance, which appear to be more of a consequence

recent findings emphasize the importance of certain cortical

response selection and the emotional component of severe

a good outcome in rehabilitation is not related to strength

than a cause of pain.

pain are processed in the same highly specialized area of the

per se 153, but to functional improvement 153, reduction of

The fundamental problem of cause and effect has

the conscious appreciation of pain 35. Both the level of pain

cortex, ACC. Although the exact areas for these functions

symptoms and overall satisfaction 49, 62 and work satisfaction

been tackled in prospective studies that link psychometric

transmission and pain modulation will alter over time 39,

are probably not overlapping on an individual level 33, 34,

67.

scores with future back pain. However, an interpretation

112.

they most probably affect the functioning of one another.

areas (retroinsular and the anterior cingulate cortices) in

of the findings is not straightforward because abnormal
Avoidance behavior

scores recorded at the outcome may depend themselves on

Contribution of brain anatomy to information

Pain and deconditioning syndrome

There can be little doubt that psychological factors such as

previous experiences of pain and because abnormal scores

processing and pain

It is widely believed that many chronic low back and neck

fear of pain are involved in the course of chronic LBT.

may either predict or follow chronic pain. Moreover, a

A certain area in the frontal lobe of brains, anterior cingulate

pain patients suffer from a physical "deconditioning syn-

Scores obtained from psychological questionnaires correlate

statistically significant association does still not indicate

cortex (ACC), appears to play a crucial role in initiation,

drome". According to this model, some patients develop

highly with work absence, claims for financial compensation,

clinical significance, i.e. the magnitude of the association

motivation, and goal-directed human behaviors 35, 169. The

pain and illness (avoidance) behaviors in the early phase of

and response to treatment. They can predict which subjects

has been omitted in most of the studies.

ACC is considered as a part of a matrix of cortical areas

pain 86, 96, 116. The pain avoider is fearful of the pain and its

with acute back pain will progress to chronic pain and

A recent study of Mannion et al 110 addressed the

involved in attention and ACC is activated in tasks that are

consequences. Behavioral avoidance may cause different

disability 23, 50, 104, 160. Related factors such as job satisfaction

issue of quantity of the association between psychometric

physical and behavioral problems. A decrease in daily physical

also influence reports of back pain and work absence 14, 67,

scores and development of LBP. The study included 403

have contribution to learning and memory networks 35 and

activity can result in reduced mobility and loss of muscle

150.

volunteers with no history of "serious" low back pain,

error processing 65.

strength, endurance and co-ordination because of e.g.

attention-demanding 33, 35. Besides attention, ACC may also

Brain research with modern imaging techniques

in CLBP patients are smaller, contain more fat and present

interesting avenues to understand features related to pain

selective muscle fibre atrophy 30, 47, 55, 66, 94. Deconditioning

perception. PET studies report metabolic activation of ACC

will eventually lead to more pain and will reinforce the

by painful stimuli, suggesting that ACC receives direct

avoidance cycle. Patients land in a vicious circle with an

31, 77, 169.

which was defined as pain requiring medical attention or

paraspinal muscle wasting 30, 47, 55, 66, 94. Paraspinal muscles

such as positron emission tomography (PET) has revealed

nociceptive inputs

10

many studies.

particularly in severe pain.

It appears unlikely that the

ever decreasing physical condition of the back muscles and

ACC has anything to do with localization of pain 6, 169, but

other structures. This model strongly suggests an interrela-

PET studies confirm activity in the ACC during the emo-

tionship between impairment in physical condition and

tional, suffering component of pain 31, 33, 130, 169. Davis et

illness behavior in chronic pain. Different physical outcomes

al 33 found that the ACC was not activated during pain rated

may result from deconditioning. Reduced peak strength

1,

as mildly painful, but was activated during pain rated as

13, 66, 116, 119, 124, 157

moderate or intense.This result suggests that ACC is involved

paraspinal muscles have been related to chronic LBT in

and endurance capacity 13, 66, 149 of

absence from work. At the time of initial assessment and

Pain
Impairment in
endurance,
mobility, strength
and coordination.

Muscular spasm,
reflex inhibition,
fear of pain.

at six-month intervals thereafter, the volunteers completed
the following questionnaires: the Health Locus of Control,
which was subdivided into three sections labeled "Internal,"
"Powerful others," and "Chance"; the Modified Somatic

Disuse

Deconditioning

Perception Questionnaire (MSPQ), and the Zung depression
scale. Scores from the MSPQ and from the Zung scale were

Diminished use of the spine;
less opportunity to calibrate the
bodily sensation against the pain
experience.

added to form a combined measure of psychological distress.
Additional questionnaires inquired about any back pain
experienced in the previous six-months. At 18-month

The chronic pain/deconditioning cycle. Some back pain patients land in a never-ending vicious circle.

follow-up 162 participants had reported "any" low back
pain, of which 79 were "serious." None of the psychometric
11

control 61.

injured area, i.e. both reflexive and conscious mechanisms

scores only changed after "serious" back pain was reported.

12

30

guarding refers to a situation where the patient favors the
% Difference in CSA between sides

scores were affected by "any" low back pain. The MSPQ

Exercise Group
Control Group

25

In a multivariate analysis, the most significant predictor of

Failures of trunk movement control

are utilized not to move the painful site. It may be questioned

first time "serious" or "any" back pain was a history of non-

Abnormal loading to the spine can take many forms and

whether the patients actively choose to disuse the spine as

"serious" back pain. Of the psychological factors, the sum

may occur both at workplace and during leisure-time.

assumed in the concept of deconditioning due to avoidance

of MSPQ and Zung questionnaire scores was the best

Protection against excess loading and injury requires antic-

behavior, or whether the protective disuse is rather on a

predictor of "serious" back pain, and the MSPQ score was

ipation of events and reasonable muscular responses. Both

reflexive basis.

the best predictor of "any" back pain. However, after

the perception of trunk position and motion, and appropriate

accounting for the effects of a history of non-"serious" back

responses are essential for the correct placement of the

Protective guarding and reflex inhibition

pain, psychometric scores predicted less than an additional

trunk. In addition to their mechanically restraining function,

Hides et al 60 conducted a clinical study on 39 patients with

4% of reported back pain. Thus, although a statistically

ligaments and muscles provide neurologic feedback that

acute, first-episode, unilateral low-back pain and unilateral,

significant association was found, the association was very

directly mediates joint (or vertebral segment) position

segmental inhibition of the multifidus muscle. Patients were

weak. It can be with good reason questioned whether the

sensibility and muscular reflex stabilization about the re-

allocated randomly to a control or treatment group. The

development of severe LBP is due to “avoidance behavior”.

spective area 138. Other sense organs producing information

controls received medical treatment only, while the treatment

Acute LBP patients were randomized into two separate
groups. The other received segment specific exercises and the
other received no therapy. The exercise group had their side
assymmetry removed in the cross-sectional area (CSA) of
Multifidus muscle, while the CSA side difference stayed in
the LPB patients in control group up to 10 weeks in spite of
the pain relief earlier 60.

Two other recent studies agree with the findings

for co-ordination and postural control are vision, vestibular

group received also specific, localized, exercise therapy.

evaluating the control mechanisms between discs, facets

of Mannion et al that the role of avoidance behavior and

end organs and receptors of the skin that are sensitive to

Outcome measures included four weekly assessments of

and paraspinal muscles. In the studies, porcine intervertebral

distress in the development of LBP is minor. Psychological

pressure 3, 138, 143. In case an event of abnormal loading

pain, disability, range of motion, and size of the multifidus

discs were stimulated with electricity, which produced

distress, depression, self-efficacy beliefs, subjective work

occurs faster or at a higher loading level than the control

cross-sectional area and the patients were reassessed at a

maximal paraspinal muscle activity on the same segment

prognosis, disability, and work characteristics were assessed

system can respond, one is at risk of mechanical damage or

10-week follow-up examination. Multifidus muscle recovery

level. Injection of anesthetic 70 or isotonic saline 71 under

at baseline in a prospective, two-year follow-up study of a

injury.

was not spontaneous on remission of painful symptoms in

the facet capsule, however, diminished the multifidus activity.

controls. Muscle recovery was more rapid and more complete

Thus, there is an interaction between discs, facets and

among patients who received exercise therapy. Other out-

paraspinal muscles in such a way that paraspinal muscles

come measurements were similar for the two groups at the

protect the motion segment from excess motion in a painful

4-week examination. Although they resumed normal levels

situation. However, facet capsule stretch is capable of reducing

of activity, controls still had decreased multifidus muscle

the (abnormally) high paraspinal muscle activity. Perhaps

size at the 10-week follow-up examination. Thus, multifidus

the efficacy of manipulation and specific exercises is based

muscle recovery is not spontaneous on remission of painful

just on this explanation.
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working population 43. The best predictor of future pain

The human motor (movement) control is based

was disability. The psychometric measures did not predict

on interactions of several cortical, subcortical and somato-

changes in pain at all 43. In a large prospective cohort study

sensory levels. Using a simplified schematic model, these

in the general population by Croft et al 32, symptoms of

can be presented as follows. The lowest level is the most

psychological distress in individuals without back pain

automatic and consists of spinal neurons and motor units.

predicted new episodes of LBP. However, the proportion

The highest level consists of a number of adjacent cerebral

of new episodes of low back pain that might be attributable

areas that stand for abstract global planning.The intermediate

to such psychological factors in the general population was

level consists of primary motor cortex and the pyramidal,

back pain is the strongest predictor for a new one, lack of

Missing flexion relaxation

16% only.

extrapyramidal and cerebellar connections, which bridge

localized, muscle support may be one reason for the high

Reduction in lumbar muscular activity at full body flexion,

Thus, a minor part of the onset of severe LBP can

the gap between the lowest and the highest levels. Motor

recurrence rate of low back pain following the initial episode

known as flexion relaxation, has been noticed in relation to

be explained with avoidance behavior or distress only. Other

behavior varies from reflexive responses at the lowest level

60. The previous findings of the same study group that mul-

overall trunk, lumbar spine and hip flexion in healthy subjects

explanations for the prolongation and recurrence of the

to voluntary movements at the highest level. The voluntary

tifidus wasting is unilateral and isolated to one level suggest

46. The

disorder need to be found. Failures of reflexive trunk

movements include many non-stereotypical motor acts that

that the mechanism of atrophy is not generalized

during forward flexion but with different timing 145. Flexion

movement control have raised interest among back research-

are typically guided by sensory information from the external

disuse atrophy or spinal reflex inhibition 61. Inhibition due

relaxation is often missing in LBP patients 146, 147, which

ers recently. It may rather be that avoidance behavior, distress

world, and by motor strategies based on previous experience

to perceived pain, via a long loop reflex, which targets the

has recently been confirmed with motion on the segmental

and depression are consequences of long-lasting pain and

and training 80, 138, 143.

vertebral level of pathology to protect the damaged tissues,

level 79. Flexion relaxation occurs only in subjects in whom

is the likely mechanism of wasting 61.

intervertebral rotation has reached a stage of completion

disability, and that the process of pain chronicity is initiated

Several types of failures in movement control of

by other factors, such as failures of reflexive movement

the spine have been found in back pain patients. Protective

symptoms. Keeping in mind that previous experience of

Indahl et al 70, 71 have conducted a series of studies

hip extensors (i.e., hamstring muscles) also relax

considerably before full trunk flexion is achieved 79. Most
13
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Flexion relaxation is often missing in LBP patients (the left hand) compared to healthy individuals (the right hand picture).
Most likely, persistent muscle activation (protective guarding), that restricts intervertebral motion, is a means by which the
neuromuscular system provides stability to help protect injured passive spinal structures from movements that may cause
pain 147.
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that restricts intervertebral motion, is a means by which
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The settings for studying trunk stabilization as the function of upper arm movement. In healthy subjects the first muscle to
react before arm movement is the transversus abdominis to stabilize the trunk. This activation is delayed in CLBP patients 63.

Load Cell

the neuromuscular system provides stability to help protect

resulted in contraction of trunk muscles before or shortly

than women with moderate low back pain and women in

injured passive spinal structures from movements that may

after the deltoid in healthy controls. The transversus ab-

the control group. In one-footed stance, there was a significant

cause pain.

dominis was invariably the first muscle active and was not

difference between patients and controls in both males and

influenced by movement direction, indicating a role of this

females 99. Byl & Sinnot have published similar findings

muscle in spinal stiffness generation. Contraction of trans-

earlier 24. The results indicate that patients with chronic

versus abdominis muscle was significantly delayed among

low back pain have impaired postural control.

Fulcrum

Delayed responses to sudden loading
Unexpected loads, which people often experience both at
F

workplace and in leisure activities, can lead to high forces

patients with low back pain with all movements. Isolated

in the spine and may be a cause of low back injury. In a
series of studies

103, 167, subjects were exposed to fatiguing

differences were noted in the other muscles 63. Hodges and

Delayed reaction times

Richardson have studied the effect of lower limb movement

Luoto et al 101 studied psychomotor speed (reaction time)

6 dof Force Plate

and restorative interventions to assess their response to

to the trunk responses in a similar setting also

64. The

among healthy control volunteers and patients with chronic

sudden loads. Studies comparing patients with LBP and

transversus abdominis muscle responses were delayed in

LBP at the beginning of an active, functional, restoration

healthy control subjects indicate that back patients have a

LBP patients in lower limb movements also

64 .

back rehabilitation program and six months after the pro-

The delayed onset of contraction of transversus

gram. Reaction times for upper and lower limbs were tested

delayed response and a lower EMG amplitude, which imply
an unwillingness or inability to use their muscles as effectively.
They also have greater ground reaction amplitudes in the

The setting to study responses of trunk muscles in sudden
loading; the EMG electrodes are attached to the low back
muscles 167.

abdominis in limb movements indicates a deficit of
motor control and apparently results in inefficient
muscular stabilization of the spine. All this results

same task indicating higher mechanical loading to the body
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since the back muscles do not absorb the unexpected loading,

Ineffective anticipatory trunk stabilization

as increased physical loading to the spine and vul-

as they should. The higher EMG baseline that was found in

Hodges and Richardson have performed a series of studies

nerability in physical loading.

the patients indicates that they have a continuous tension of

assessing the trunk stabilization mechanisms among patients

their muscles to protect their back from sudden or uncon-

and controls.The subjects performed rapid shoulder flexion,

Abnormal postural control

trolled events. This increased "base-tension," however, most

abduction, and extension in response to a visual stimulus

Luoto et al 101 studied two-footed postural control

likely fatigues the muscles, thereby preventing a rapid

63.

Electromyographic activity of the abdominal muscles,

with a vertical force platform among healthy control

response to unexpected load 103, 167.

lumbar multifidus, and the deltoid was evaluated using fine-

volunteers and patients with chronic LBP. Women

wire and surface electrodes. Movement in each direction

with severe low back pain had poorer postural control

The settings for studying postural control in CLBP patients 101.
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4. the aim in active rehabilitation
recurrent and chronic back pain, the relative importance of

to sense a change in lumbar position was assessed in 57

physical consequences of the back trouble increase in

chronic LBT patients and 49 healthy-back controls before

importance, while in the early phases of LBP functional

Abnormal Lumbar Fatigue

and after a maximal endurance task 154. Lumbar fatigue

disturbance is dominant.

Muscle fatigue is defined as inability to maintain

induced significant impairment in the ability

required muscular contraction against external

to sense a change in lumbar position, but the

resistance or repeated task. Lumbar paraspinal

LBT patients had significantly poorer values

muscle fatigue results as abnormal trunk

than controls already when they were not fa-

movements and loss of precise movement control

tigued 154. Thus, there is a period immediately

103, 129, 167. This

may lead to micro injury of

after the fatiguing task during which the in-

spinal structures, and cause LBP 173. Excessive

formation of lumbar position and its changes

with a system based on a microcomputer. A consistent trend

fatigability of back extensor muscles is common among

available from the lower back is inaccurate.

was found in which patients with low back pain had reaction

chronic LBT patients 12, 66, 109, 139, 144, 149. Excess lumbar

It is probable that the risk of spine injury is

times slower than volunteer controls. Men with severe low

fatigability may also be a risk factor for future low back pain

increased in such a situation of abnormal

back pain had significantly longer hand reaction times than

13, 100, 109.

loading.

Sensory
input

Short-term
sensory
store

impairment

Emotional General
distress disability

Short-term
memory

i.e., the “workspace” of the

central nervous system

Long-term
memory

Movement
output

Chronic pain, emotional distress and disability are factors that hamper the
function of short-term memory. This can be measured as prolonged
reaction times.

143.

men in the control group (P = 0.03). Functional restoration

It has been shown that isoinertial fatiguing loading

had an effect on reaction times. The restoration was consid-

of the paraspinal muscles in sagittal plane changes the triaxial

Abnormal gluteal fatigability

ered successful if the condition of a patient with a disability

coupled lumbar movement patterns among healthy male

Gluteal activation and pelvic stability often are

that had resulted from low back pain improved during the

subjects 129. The subjects became slower in their sagittal

decreased in chronic low-back pain sufferers

follow-up examination and unsuccessful if the disability

plane movements, while both the movement velocity and

22, 81, 148, 168. Kankaanpää et al 81 studied LBP

worsened. Patients who experienced these results were

amplitude increased in the coronal plane, and the movement

patients and controls in a seated static en-

identified into groups called "good" and "poor," respectively.

amplitude increased in transverse plane due to the lumbar

durance task. The chronic LBP patients were

Among men, the reaction times improved in the control

fatigue 129.

weaker and fatigued faster than the healthy

group and "good" groups, but they became slower in the

Impairment of the ability to sense lumbar position

controls. The EMG fatigue analysis results

"poor" group. The difference between "good" and "poor"

and its changes may partly explain the abnormalities of the

revealed that the gluteus maximus muscles
were more fatigable in chronic patients than

groups was significant (P = 0.008). Women in the "good"

Acute
pain
Protective
guarding &
spasms

Reflex
inhibition

“System”
failure
Loss of
coordination &
biomechanical
integrity

Changes in
pain modulation
and perception

Outcomes:
- Paraspinal muscle
hyperactivity
- Missing flexion reflexion
- Delayed trunk muscle
responses to sudden loading
- Insufficient anticipatory trunk
stabilization
- Abnormal postural control
- Delayed psychomotor reaction
times

Cumulative
microtrauma

More pain

- Fear of pain
- Depression
- Anxiety

Relative
immobilization

Diminished
blood & nutrient
flow

Reduced
protein
synthesis

“Hardware”
failure
Weakening
& re-organization
of connective
tissue

- Reduction in
- strength
- mobility
- endurance
- Connective tissue synthesis
- Muscle cross - sectional area

Muscle
atrophy

The relative importance of the control system failure is large at the beginning
of the process of LBP. With prolongation of LBP and psychological
disturbance, the relative importance of tissue deconditioning (hardware
failure) will increase.

5.0
4.5

in healthy control subjects, but no difference was found in

difference between these women and the control women

4.0

the fatigue of lumbar paraspinal muscles between the groups

3.5

in the seated static endurance task 81. It is likely that in the

The aim in active rehabilitation utilizing exercises is to

3.0

seated task with relatively high loading level in forward

restore lumbar function and movement control to minimize

bending, gluteal and hamstring muscles are the primary

the above-mentioned features of disability. In this context,

actors and the paraspinal muscles are working in a supporting

it does not matter whether the loss of function has been

role. Thus the fatigue is concentrating mostly in the gluteal

due to reflexive abnormality or avoidance behavior and

area.

deconditioning. Another aim is to influence the behavioral

indicate that patients with chronic low back pain have
impaired psychomotor speed in concordance with earlier
results 156, and that psychomotor speed can improve during
an active functional restoration back rehabilitation program.
The relationship between LBT and slow reaction
times is interesting, since it suggests that patients with LBP
experience central impairment besides the known peripheral
problems.The mechanism explaining the association between
LBP and information processing seems to be impairment
in the function of short-term memory due to pain and

Change of Position (deg)

group achieved the most improved reaction times, and the
almost reached significance (P = 0.076). These results

16

102,

coupling of lumbar movements during fatigue. The ability

Chronic
pain

4. The Aim in Active Rehabilitation

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
TRIAL 2nd
4th
1st
3rd
5th
BEFORE

Patients
TRIAL 2nd
4th
1st
3rd
5th
AFTER

Controls

CLBP patients and healthy contols had their lower body
rotated 1 degree/second to either direction. Test subjects
pressed a button when they sensed that their body was
rotating.The ability to sense a change in lumbar position was
hampered by fatiguing the muscles before the test 154.

pattern of the LBP patient in a way that he or she would be
Summary: A model

willing and capable of taking care of himself or herself on

The following model attempts to summarize the recent

an individual basis after the treatment.Thirdly, pain is shown

findings on the functional (“system”) and structural

to decrease in active rehabilitation aiming at restoring full

(“hardware”) abnormalities in low back trouble. During

function.
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5. exercise physiology
Activation

Increased use of
the spine leads to
muscle hypertrophy
and improved
coordination;
greater opportunity
to calibrate the pain
sensation against the
pain experience

Relief of spasm
and decreased
fear of pain.

Pain reduction

Reconditioning

or recurrent LBT. One of them is the task-specificity of

to maintain optimal physical functioning.

training. This means that training is specific for its target
Efficacy of exercises in LBP

exercises 128, 135 has been documented. Good results con-

obtained in the trained tissues only. With increased amount

Back and neck pain definitions vary in different countries

cerning return-to-work with treatment modalities including

of training there is an increased training effect unless

and areas. The following definitions are, however, the most

exercises have been obtained in some studies also 10, 114.

overloading leads to a repetitive strain (stress) injury. Also,

widely used ones.
Acute back pain

0-7 weeks’ duration (upper limit 4-7
weeks)

improvements and vice versa. Also, other techniques than

Recurrent (acute on
chronic) LBP

recurrence of new or exacerbation of
pre-existing pain

strength and endurance training are needed to train co-

Subacute LBP

7 weeks to 3 months’ duration (6 weeks
to 6 months)

Chronic LBP

Duration›3 months (›6 months)

strength training does not produce major endurance

ordination and skills. Thus the mode of exercise used and

Consequences of active rehabilitation.

the theoretically possible outcomes need to be kept in mind
when assessing the efficacy of exercise regimen on the back

5. Exercise Physiology

Some definitions of back pain.

Chronic Disabling LBP
If chronic LBP leads to early retirement or recurrent prolonged absenteeism from work, it can be defined as chronic
disabling LBP. The results concerning return-to-work rates
have been partly controversial in this patient group between
United States 114 and Scandinavia 4, 78, 120. Return-to-work
in chronic LBP appears to be a tremendous task in countries
that have a highly developed social security system and high

and neck pain outcome. It is, for example, unrealistic to
Exercise is a form of leisure-time physical activity that is

expect aerobics-type exercises to have a major effect on

Acute LBP

unemployment rates. It seems that early rehabilitation

performed on a repeated basis over time (exercise training)

back muscle hypertrophy, peak strength, co-ordination and

There is strong evidence that exercises are not more effective

activities - preferable in the recurrent or subacute phase of

endurance since that type of exercise stresses primarily the

than ordinary activities in the treatment of acute LBP 44, 45,

LBT - are needed to prevent the recurrent or subacute LBP

performance or health 20. When prescribed by a physician,

cardiovascular system rather than trunk muscles 84, 92, 143.

105.

turning into permanently disabling, chronic LBT.

the regimen should cover the recommended mode, intensity,

Some studies have been done on training and

early return to normal activities is recommended 38, 105. In

frequency, duration and progression of such activity 7, 20,

detraining specificity and frequency for lumbar strengthening.

case the symptoms persist, low-stress aerobic exercise can

Recurrent LBP

51. The mode of exercise covers the type of activity and the

A training frequency as low as once a week provided an

prevent debilitation due to inactivity, and endurance exercise

Many studies indicate that the natural course of low back

temporal pattern of it that is recommended, with a detailed

effective training stimulus for the development of lumbar

programs can be started during the first two weeks. Gradually

trouble in reality is fluctuating, i.e. varies over time 37, 48.

specification of the duration of each exercise and rest period

extension strength with back-specific training devices 53.

increased conditioning exercises for trunk muscles are also

Each recurrence increases the likelihood of a new one,

in the case of intermittent exercise bouts. The intensity can

However, it is obvious that higher training frequency provides

persist 2.

previous LBP being a strong predictor of the next LBP 18,

be expressed in either absolute or relative terms. The

benefits at least regarding endurance and co-ordination.

frequency of exercise is normally reported as the number

Isometric lumbar extension strength can be maintained after

Subacute LBP

tries suffer from LBP at least once a year. Many of them

of sessions undertaken in a typical week. The duration of

a training program with a reduced frequency of training;

There is evidence that in this patient group a progressive

would benefit from early intervention to prevent pain

an individual exercise session is usually reported in minutes

even training once every four weeks was capable of

activity program, with a behavioral therapy approach, is

chronicity. The latest time point for intervention should be

or hours 7, 20, 51.

maintaining extension strength in one study 159. The key

superior to traditional LBP care such as conservative physical

recurrence of work absenteeism due to LBP.

issue is, however, that in case of detraining after functional

therapy

Dosage and Target

restoration, it is likely that the results obtained regarding

chronicity in this stage of the problem.

Some basic principles are important when considering the

for example peak strength will be lost within months. Thus,

most effective modality and dosage of exercises in chronic

long-term changes in exercise habits and lifestyle are required

with a special objective such as the improvement of physical

Method

However, bed rest should be as short as possible and

helpful if the symptoms

58, 170. Roughly half of the population in industrialized coun-

97, 98.

It is especially important to prevent pain
Postoperative/Post-traumatic LBP
Postoperative or post-traumatic immobilization may lead

Chronic LBP

to deconditioning per se in addition to the initial injury 84.

In this patient group, significant improvements in both

This should be prevented with the shortest possible

Aerobic
exercises

Strengthening
exercises

Trunk muscle
training

Isolated, controlled
back-specific exercises

experienced (subjective) and objective function has been

immobilization and early rehabilitation. Preliminary results

Walking, jogging, aerobics
etc.

Resistance training w/wo
external loads

Resistance training
w/wo external loads

Back specific loading, slow
progression

recorded consistently with exercises in subchronic and

show that DBC treatment is applicable after both disc or

General fitness;
VO2max

General fitness

Trunk strength

Trunk co-ordination and
control

chronic LBP
Outcome

The different aims / targets on various types of exercises
18

Regarding degeneration, muscular hypertrophy with

tissues in a dose-related manner. Training effect can be

training effects are specific to the type of training. Peak
Improved endurance,
mobility, coordination,
strength and postural control.

improves with a functional restoration approach rehabilitation
101.

165. Exercises

increase muscular strength and

endurance along with the reduction in experienced pain

fusion operations producing pain reduction and increases
in both strength and mobility 17.

and disability 107, 116, 135, 140. Also, psychomotor control
19

6. DBC Active Spine Care
Back-specificity of exercises

stenosis and spondylolisthesis may benefit from surgery.

lumbar spine in the former.

One issue to be considered in assessing the possible efficacy

The majority of patients, however, has non-specific mechan-

of exercises for the treatment of LBT is whether the training

ical back or neck pain that will benefit from treatment

effects are back specific. This is achieved with pelvic stabili-

modalities such as training programs.

Neural Tissue involvement
•
Current nerve root entrapment with
intolerable pain
•
Cauda Equina
•
Spinal cord compression
•
Tumors
•
Other corresponding disorders
Disorders of the spine
•
Severe instability indicative for stabilization
surgery
•
Severe osteoporosis
•
Recent fracture
•
Other corresponding disorders preventing
active rehabilitation
Other (systemic) diseases
•
Severe cardiovascular diseases
•
Severe metabolic diseases
•
Other corresponding disorders preventing
active rehabilitation
Recent major operation
Acute infection
Lack of co-operation
•
Severe psychological disturbance/
Psychiatric disease

zation techniques using devices employing a “hip lock
mechanism”. A large variation in strength production is a

Evaluation protocols and follow-up of the treat-

result of lumbar posture and the involvement of pelvic

ment

sagittal rotation 26, 28, 46, 52. Pelvic stabilization excluding

The evaluation protocols consist of subjective questionnaire
techniques on pain and impairment, and objective measure-

strong gluteus and hamstring muscles is required to specifically test and train the lumbar extensor function

Static

52, 54.

Dynamic

ments of lumbar function.

Trunk extension is often considered as a function of back
erectors. However, in this task back erectors work mostly in a
static way and the loading is mainly targeted to the gluteal
and the hamstring muscles.
hip-lo

ck

6. DBC Active Spine Care

The participants answer a structured questionnaire
and their trunk endurance and mobility are measured at the
beginning and at the end of the treatment period. Progress

Some warning

physiotherapists are responsible for the interviews, mea-

Questionnaires

surements and treatments.

The questionnaires include, in addition to sociodemographic
variables, the duration in years of the low back pain, its

Basic principles
Recent consensus statements in different countries

2, 29

as

regularity (no pain, intermittent, regular, continuing pain)

?

and intensity (visual analogue scales).

well as systematic literature reviews of randomized controlled
Static

trials 165 indicate strong evidence that exercise is effective

dynamic

A hip lock mechanism. Cushions support the thighs and
pelvis in such a way that pelvic rotation is prevented and the
dynamic movement is targeted to the lumbar spine.

facts provide the basis for the documentation-based care at

Primary prevention

ability, depression 85, fear avoidance 137,
Yes

Actions

and recovery beliefs 68, 158, 161 are

Acute
Pain management

Prolonged / Recurrent / Postoperative / Post-traumatic

DBC.

160

also sought.

No

Duration of the problem ?

Self-experienced impairment and dis-

Mobility
Mobility is measured with the treatment

Primary location and pattern

46, 126. In isolated spinal extension, the aim is to exclude the

The British expert panel review 29 requests that

function of the gluteus and hamstring muscles with a

“There should be a fundamental change in management

Lumbar

Thoracic

Cervical

fixation mechanisms of the devices are

specific “hip lock”.The lock system aims at preventing pelvic

strategy directed towards early active rehabilitation and

Inflammatory

Inflammatory

Inflammatory

adjusted to focus the movement on the

sagittal rotation and, subsequently, the dynamic movement

return to work. It should be based on physical, psychological

Post-traumatic

Post-traumatic

Post-traumatic spinal injury

specific part of spine. The results are

of the muscles involved. Specific devices are required for

and social needs of the individual patient.”The DBC approach

Postoperative

Postoperative

this function. The difference is emphasized in Graves et al.

has been designed to fulfill these demands.

Nerve root compression

Narrowing of spinal canal

Postoperative

Narrowing of spinal canal

Deformities

Narrowing of spinal canal

Pelvic and LBP

Non-specific pain

Nerve root compression

54.Recent

electromyographic findings confirm, for exam-

ple,that static loading of upper body extension primarily

Selection criteria for DBC Active Spine Care

targets the gluteal and hamstring muscles, rather than back

If there are signs or symptoms indicating a severe disease

erector muscles 81.

such as malignancy, infection, potential neurologic catastro-

The key difference between back-specific and non-

20

General warning signs

ent efficacy studies indicate that the DBC protocol is

string muscles and especially in erected position back

No

Yes

specifically, both internal analyses by DBC 153 and indepedeffective in the treatment of these disorders 83. These two

extensors are only little involved, mostly in a static way

Is there a spinal problem?

in the treatment of prolonged and chronic LBP. More

Trunk extension involves strong gluteal and ham28,

signs (exclusion criteria from DBC)

can also be monitored during the treatment. Specially trained

devices. The movement amplitude and

Spondylolisthesis
Spondylolysis

Post-traumatic
soft-tissue injury

Non-specific pain

Non-specific pain

treatment given by a corresponding special unit. Certain

effect can be targeted in an isolated and safe way to the

specific spine problems such as disc herniations, spinal

position (degrees).
Endurance
In the dynamic endurance test the
subjects are seated on a special testing
unit (DBC LTE) where a hip lock

phe or systemic disease, these patients deserve immediate

specific exercises is that the loading and, subsequently, the

given as deviations from the neutral

Outcome: diagnosis (pattern) and reconditioning programme mode

Selection criteria for DBC.

mechanism targets the loading on the
lumbar paraspinal muscles. Subjects
21

in the right place(s) especially at the early phase of the active

tions/min. with a movement range 25 degrees flexion to

treatment as it plays a crucial role in the success of the

5 degrees extension) up to 90 sec against the movement
bar with a load that is calculated on the basis of upper body
weight. Continuous surface EMG recordings are made

Relative intensity

perform dynamic upper trunk extensions (30 repeti-

treatment program. The aim is to achieve segmental motion
of the lumbar or cervical spine in a controlled manner. Very
few individuals are able to produce the motion without the

bilaterally over the paraspinal muscles at L5-S1 spinal level

Mobility and
co-ordination

during the endurance test and the spectral zero crossing
rate compression (% change/min) is calculated of the raw
EMG signal as an objective index of muscle fatigue.
Relative changes (percentage) during active reha-

0

Movement control
and endurance
4

6

9

the devices and external guidance from the therapist. Later

12

Duration of treatment (Weeks)

The relative progression during 12-week DBC functional restoration program.

on after the correct movements have been learned, the role

The DBC Active Spine Care program is individual based on
the diagnosis and severity of the back problem.

that they find their right target in the lumbar spine.Treatment

type (diagnosis) and severity of the back problem.

in guiding the progress in loading and movement ranges.

extension, rotation and lateral flexion.

Cognitive and behavioral support
An elementary part of the treatment program is behavioral

includes controlled movements in lumbar/thoracic flexion,
Active treatment

of the therapist concerning the active treatment is primarily

loading and ranges of motion are individual based on the

bilitation for measured values are calculated [(value post value pre)/ value pre].

hip locking system or the three-dimensional guidance in

Endurance, movement
control + strength

The DBC devices

and cognitive support and motivation given by the therapists.

The duration of the active rehabilitation program is defined

Treatment is planned on the basis of initial endur-

The measurement and treatment devices have been specif-

This is given using discussions concerning the "benign nature

on the basis of the severity of pain and deconditioning. The

ance and mobility measurements and interviews, and records

ically designed for both testing and treatment according to

and good prognosis" of low back pain during treatment

program is at minimum 6 weeks with 12 treatment visits

are kept of the progress. The treatment begins on low loads

the latest know-how in biomechanics and functional disorders

sessions. In addition, the evaluation results, especially

but the more common approach is to provide a treatment

for the first weeks with the object of improving mobility

of the lumbar and cervical spine.

concerning the objective measurements and their changes,

program of 12 weeks and 24 visits.

and especially teaching proper co-ordination and control of

are used as a tool to convince the patient about progress.

The treatment includes co-ordination, mobility

the spine. The load is gradually increased so that only at the

Lumbar Thoracic Extension

All this results in diminished fear of pain and increased self-

and muscle endurance exercises with specific equipment.

sixth to eighth week subjectively strenuous applied for the

Lumbar Thoracic Rotation

efficacy beliefs. Also, individualized ergonomics guidance

In addition, stretching and relaxation exercises, and functional

first time, but within the pain tolerance of the individual

Lumbar Thoracic Flexion

and psychological support can be included in the program

muscle and co-ordination exercises (sit-ups, etc.) are includ-

patient. The load is further increased in a gradual and

Lumbar Thoracic Lateral Flexion

according to the needs.

ed. A specially trained therapist guides the active treatment

controlled manner until, at the end of the program, the

Cervicothoracic Elliptic Extension

program.

patients are instructed to continue an individual secondary

Cervical 3D Rotation

Additional treatments

prevention program once or twice a week with or without

Shoulder Blade Adduction

Additional treatments such as psychological counseling and

guidance depending on their individual needs.

Multipurpose Low-Friction Unit

workplace interventions can be added as external treatments

Horizontal Leg Press

to the active rehabilitation of the back. Their needs are

Abdominal Crunch

evaluated with the DBC questionnaire scores concerning

The treatment is primarily based on equipmentexercises; correct loading and range limiters ensure that
exercises are performed in a painless range of motion and

The inclusions of exercises, rate of progression in

avoidance behavior, depression and recovery beliefs.
DBC software is a Microsoft Windows®-based
computer program for documentation and management of
patient information. It features functions to design treatment
programs, evaluate test results, print reports and manage
the data on a patient, group or clinic level.

Dynamic
exercises

Relaxation and
Stretching

Functional
Exercises

Ergonomics
The therapist’s role
Hands on

The DBC Active Spine Care program
22

The skill of the therapists is to target the loading accurately

Depending on the need, additional program components can
be added for psychological and work-related subjects.
23

7. DBC results
Outcome Criteria

38

Outcome criteria used include changes in pain, mobility,
lumbar endurance, and self-experienced impairment.

22

16

7. DBC Results
Pain reduction and psychological well-being

Min-Max
25%-75%
Median value

10

Pain reduction and changes in psychological well-being with
DBC 12-week intervention was studied in 125 chron-

LBP duration was 9.0 years (SD 9.5 yr.). The majority of
them was leading a working life. The data was collected

These results indicate that subjective pain reduction

strength gains are bigger in males. Since females are weaker

is significantly associated with improvement per se in trunk

than males at the beginning, even small changes in strength

muscle function and spinal mobility during active functional

them 40 .

restoration, but not with the absolute or relative magnitude

can produce high relative changes among

of the improvements. Thus self-experienced pain reduction
100

Female
Male

seems to be independent, although concordant, with strength
gains. This is taken in to account in the DBC treatment
program putting a special emphasis on cognitive and behav-

60

2

Post

Pre

Changes in impairment index during the 12-week DBC
Active Spine Care program.
pain reduction and improvements in psychological factors.

ioral support of the patients.

40

Pain reduction and lumbar endurance improve20

0

62 mm at the beginning versus 31 mm at the end of the

ment in a randomized setting
The efficacy of the DBC protocol in improving lumbar
Extension

Flexion

Rotation

Lateral flexion

endurance was studied in a randomized setting 83. A total

Relative strength gains during 12-week DBC functional
restoration.

of 57 middle-aged patients with non-specific, chronic LBP
(35 men and 22 women) were randomly assigned to either

program p<0.0001; frequency reduction p<0.0001) on

Mobility and strength gains

the average was found 69. Significant reduction in depression

Significant gains in lumbar mobility in all directions have

Associations between pain, mobility and strength

a 12 week DBC treatment program, or to a four week

scale and improvements in perceived competence (39.0 vs.

been recorded with DBC functional restoration 153. Also,

changes

passive control treatment program, which was focusing on

41.4, p<0.0001) and self-efficacy towards physical activities

trainability of back muscles was studied in 744 LBT patients

The association between subjective experience in pain

pain relief with the means of physical and thermal therapy.

(58.7 vs. 62.1, p<0.0001) were also registered 69. All these

(373 M, 371 F) whose mean age was 43 yr. (SD 10 yr.;

reduction and objective measurements in improvement of

19 men and 11 women completed the active program, and

changes were significant in both sexes although depression

range 15-74 yr.) and who were referred to DBC functional

physical functioning was analyzed with 143 recur-

16 men and 8 women completed the passive treatment

was more often present (higher score) in females at the

restoration

average recurrent or chronic LBP

rent/chronic LBT patients 153. The data was collected from

program. After the intervention patients were followed-up

beginning; however, similar scores were found between

duration was 8.7 yr. (SD 8.6 yr.) and the data was collected

various DBC outpatient clinics in Sweden and Finland in

and re-measured at six months and one year.

average 69. Thus, DBC

from various DBC outpatient clinics in Sweden and Finland

1994. The associations between DBC strength and mobility

Pain and disability index (PDI), low back pain

12-week outpatient program that focuses on restoration of

in 1994-1995. DBC strength measurements were utilized

measurements and pain inquiries and their changes were

intensity (100 mm visual analogue scale,VAS), and paraspinal

physical function in low back trouble can lead to significant

and correlation coefficients between strength gains and age

calculated. The results showed that 79 % of the subjects

muscle fatigability (spectral EMG) in the DBC 90 sec

were calculated, the effect of sex on strength trainability

reported subjective decrease in LBP during the 12-week

submaximal isoinertial back endurance test were recorded

was analyzed with multivariate (different measurements)

restoration program and simultaneous increases in isometric

before and after the interventions as well as at a six-months

18

analysis of variance (sex) and covariance (age) (MANCOVA).

strength and mobility were measured in some 80 per cent

and one-year of follow-up.The changes in back pain intensity

14

The correlations between age and changes in muscle strength

of the subjects also. Concordance of these findings was high,

(VAS scale), disability (PDI score) and lumbar fatigability

expressed either as absolute or relative values were very

i.e., the reduction of pain and improvement of function

(MPFSLOPE) were significantly larger (P<0.05) in the active

low (r’s below 0.15) in both sexes which means that age

occurred mostly in the same subjects. However, the corre-

DBC than in the passive control treatment program. The

8

does not affect trainability of back muscles. MANCOVA

lations between physical functioning parameters and pain

changes were not significantly different between men and

2

revealed a significant sex difference both in relative (R=6.8,

reduction were low (r's below 0.22). Baseline strength and

women (P>0.05). Pain intensity, disability and lumbar

p=0.00002) and absolute (R=6.9, p=0.00002) strength

mobility values did not differ between those who benefited

fatigability all decreased significantly (p<0.05) during the

gains. The relative strength gains were higher in females

from the treatment regarding pain, and those who did not.

active program (VASPRE 55.2±22.8 mm vs. VASPOST

(37-47%) than in males (24-43%) on the average, but the

Thus, absolute levels at the baseline or magnitude of changes

35.5±26.3 mm; PDIPRE 13.2±10.2 vs. PDIPOST 10.8±11.6;

absolute strength gains were higher in males (0.33-0.64

in the measurements of maximum isometric strength or

MPFSLOPE PRE -21.5±7.1%/min vs. MPFSLOPE POST -

sexes at the end of the program on

22

Min-Max
25%-75%
Median value

10

-2
Pre

Post

Changes in depression scale during the 12-week DBC Active
Spine Care program.
24

both sexes can gain strength significantly, but the absolute

80

from various DBC outpatient clinics in Finland in early
1995. Significant reduction in pain severity (intensity VAS

mobility were not associated with pain reduction153.

4

ic/recurrent LBT patients (71 M, 54 F) whose mean age
43 years (SD 10 yr.) and the average recurrent or chronic

Nm/kg) than in females (0.27-0.43 Nm/kg). In conclusion,

40. Their

25

40

13.9±7.3 %/min). No significant changes were observed

mm; PDIPRE 9.5±8.4 vs. PDIPOST 10.9±10.7; MPFSLOPE
PRE -20.6± 10.9%/min vs. MPFSLOPE POST -19.6±8.6
%/min). The change in fatigability (MPFSLOPE) did not
correlate with changes in either pain intensity (VAS) or
disability (PDI) (P>0.05). The difference between groups

Thus, the DBC treatment was successful in reducing
pain, self-experienced disability and lumbar fatigability
compared to the passive treatment program, which was
focusing on pain relief

83. The

study also reveals that the

P=0.76

20

P<0.001
10

one-year follow-up period.

the groups in favor of the DBC treatment were recorded in

groups, it can be assumed that neck pain and, especially, its

reduction of neck symptoms and improvements in general

chronicity comprises a condition where motivation and

health and self-experienced working ability (P < 0.01–0.03).

perceiving the problem plays a significant role.These findings

Changes in measures of mobility and pressure pain threshold

support the idea that multimodal treatment integrating both

were minor. Since no major differences were noted in

proprioceptive and endurance exercises as well as behavioral

Post Treatment Pain Intensity

support is more efficacious in treating chronic neck pain

55
0

3

6

9

patients than solitary training 155.

12

Time (mo.)

A randomized controlled study compared DBC Active Spine
Care and passive control treatment and the results showed that
pain intensity (VAS), physical impairment (PDI) and lumbar
fatigability (MPF) were reduced during the active treatment.
The difference between active and passive treatment results
became even more distinct during the one year follow-up after
the treatment period 83.

45

Absenteeism from work after DBC
35

A follow-up study investigating the long-term results of
DBC treatment was conducted in Luxembourg 152. Consec-

25

utive 125 chronic or recurrent low back pain patients (76

15

women, 49 men) participated in a 12-week active low-back
5

P GROUP <0.001

Active
Control

80

60

followed up on the average 14 months before reassessing

A randomized comparative study with single-blind outcome
assessments compared the efficacy of the multimodal DBC

4.4

treatment emphasizing proprioceptive training (DBC) with

4.0

activated home exercises (HOME) and recommendation of

3.6

exercise (CONTROL) in patients with non-specific chronic

3.2

155. The

study group consisted of seventy-six

neck pain. Sixty-two participated in the one-year follow-

F=6,98

work absenteeism and a survival/failure analysis was performed between those who had continued exercising and
who had been physically inactive.
Twenty-five subjects out of the 125 followed (20%)
had been physically inactive during the follow-up, 36 subjects

2.8

(29%) had practiced individual home exercises, 21 (17%)

No change

2.4
HOME

CONTROL

0

3

6

9

12

Time (mo.)

and pressure pain threshold in the shoulder region were

Total Benefit
5.0

measured at baseline, at three months, and at 12 months.
The DBC treatment consisted of 24 sessions of proprioceptive
30

exercises, relaxation, and behavioral support. The HOME

Active
Control

P GROUP =0.019

training for home exercises and instructions for maintaining
a diary of progress. The CONTROL treatment included a

P=0.83

lecture regarding care of the neck with a recommendation

10

to exercise. According to the exercise diaries the actual

with back specific devices. Kaplan-Meier survival function

Sustantial
Benefit

was used to assess the occurrence of outcome variables (pain

4.6

4.2

regimen included a neck lecture and two sessions of practical

20

had participated in fitness training, and 43 (34%) had
participated in ongoing training once a week in a DBC unit

up. Subjective pain and disability, cervical ranges of motion,

0

their back symptoms and function. The outcomes of the
study were defined as a recurrence of persistent pain and

Very much
improvement

ACTIVE

PDI score

p=0,002

Improvement

patients (22 men, 54 women) with chronic, non-specific
P<0.001

CONTROL

Self-experienced working ability
4.8

neck pain

20

HOME

Active treatment in chronic neck pain

P=0.94
40

rehabilitation program at an outpatient DBC unit, were

ACTIVE

– A prospective randomized study

100

Pain VAS score (mm)

objective measurements of cervical function between the

0

benefits regarding reduction in pain and physical impairment
and the improvement in lumbar endurance remain over

the CONTROL group (P < 0.001). Differences between

30

in all outcome measures remained significant during the
one year of follow up.

Active
Control

Pain VAS score (mm)

variables (VASPRE 47.0±29.3 mm vs. VASPOST 43.8±23.0

MPF SLOPE (%decrease/min)

during the passive treatment program in any of these outcome

P GROUP =0.010

relapse or absenteeism) during the follow up. Recurrences
of persistent pain during the follow-up period were fewer

Some
Benefit

(p=0.03) among those who had maintained regular exercise

3.8

habits after the treatment than among those who had been
physically inactive. Similarly, work absenteeism was fewer

3.4
No harm,
No Benefit

(p<0.01) among physically active than among physically

3.0
ACTIVE

HOME

CONTROL

inactive.

P=0.016

amount of exercise was largest in HOME group and smallest

0

in CONTROL group.
0

3

6

Time (mo.)

26

9

12

The average self-experienced total benefit was
highest in the DBC group, and the HOME group rated over

The randomized study revelead that active exercise significantly
reduced the pain symtoms. Active exercise program with
congnitive behavioral approach completed in out-patient
setting gave, however, significantly greater improvement in
patients' working ability than home exercise program 155.

After two years of follow-up over eighty percent
of subjects remaining active after the DBC treatment continued to work without absenteeism. In the group of physically inactive, roughly 50 percent continued working without
27

8. DBC quality assurance
absenteeism. In multiple regression analysis it become
evident, that patients with good outcome regarding pain

Thus, significantly low absenteeism rates can be achieved
after the DBC functional restoration

152.

reduction in the LBP rehabilitation were more likely to
participate in physical exercise.

clinic has achieved with the patients. There is a central data
collection of treatment results, which are reported by the

8. DBC Quality Assurance

clinics into the special computer software. The results are

completed successfully, predicts low rates of absenteeism

There are two levels, which need to be addressed when

the specific DBC unit demand corrections in the local

due to back pain after the treatment. An essential part of

assessing the outcome of a treatment modality. First, the

rehabilitation application. Another tool, which is used to

DBC treatment is to modify patient’s behavior towards

efficacy of a therapeutic procedure, e.g. active rehabilitation,

analyze and develop the quality in the DBC units, is the

physical activity and self-responsibility, and when the treat-

is proven in tightly controlled studies where there are well-

customer satisfaction survey. Each patient fills an anonymous

ment succeedes in terms of reducing the pain level, patients

described diagnostic and inclusion criteria, and carefully

survey at the end of the treatment and the answers are

are likely to remain physically active after the DBC treatment.

standardized rehabilitation methods provided by well-trained

analyzed and the feedback is given to the clinics.

To achieve a sufficient level of pain reduction during the

professionals. Preferably a blinded, independent observer

With structured, ongoing quality assurance there

active treatment program necessitates thorough assessment

assesses the outcome. Then there is a need to assess the

is a possibility to ensure effectiveness of the DBC method

of a patient’s symptoms and function as well as individual

effectiveness at the community level, i.e. in real-life condi-

also in real-life conditions throughout the DBC clinic chain

planning of contents and length of the treatment program.

tions. At this point the health-care providers and patients

since major deviations from required quality are noticed

are much more variable than in controlled trials, and the

early and corrections can be made.

This study reveals that DBC treatment, when

Cumulative Proportion / Pain Relapse

Cumulative Proportion (Kaplan-Meier)
Complete

of the treatment regimen.
0.8
Active
0.6

The basis for good treatment results throughout
the whole chain of DBC units includes two main levels.

0.4
No
activity

0.2

First, the method is evidence-based including controlled
efficacy studies. Second, a quality assurance system is applied
to ensure real-life effectiveness.

0.0

0

5

10
15
Follow-up (mo.)

Complete

Cumulative Proportion / Not Absent

analyzed twice a year and major deviations in outcome in

outcome criteria include also applicability and practicality

Censored

1.0

20

Assurance of quality in DBC to ensure effectiveness
contains the following elements: unique technology; basic

Cumulative Proportion (Kaplan-Meier)

education; ongoing training; control visits; ongoing analysis

Censored

1.0

of treatment results; and customer satisfaction survey. The
Active

0.8

rehabilitation equipment used at DBC is available for the
DBC units only. A central element of the quality assurance

0.6
No
activity

0.4

is the basic education, which is given centrally by DBC
International in Finland to everyone working in the chain.

0.2

In addition, ongoing training is provided at minimum on a

0.0

yearly basis. The ongoing assurance of quality in DBC in
0

5

10
15
Follow-up (mo.)

20

After two years of follow-up over eighty percent of subjects
remaining active after the DBC treatment continued to work
without absenteeism. In the group of physically inactve both
pain relapses and absenteeism were more common, and the
poor prognosis was strongly related to too short treatment or
unsatisfactory outcome initially 152.
28

ology the clinic is applying, and the treatment results the

practical level is done through quality assurance visits and
by analyzing the medical results and customer satisfaction
results of the clinics. The persons in charge of the local
operations on national level visit each clinic twice a year.
Every other of these visits is primarily concentrated on the
details in evaluation techniques and rehabilitation method29
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